Push-Button Marketing Mix: Improve Quality while Reducing Time & Costs by >70%
Qral Group continues to progress in bringing the best
of new technology and data sources to reinvent
pharma commercial analytics processes that have seen
very little innovation in the past 30 years. After
receiving a 2017 Analytics Excellence Award for
reinventing how sales territories are made, Qral Group
has now turned its sights on marketing mix (a.k.a ROI
analysis).
Benefits
• Faster results. Produce recommendations in weeks, not months
• Enhanced Insights. Focuses analysis time on higher value insight generation and quality
• Repeatable, transparent. Modular design allows settings to be saved, clearly, and then re-run next quarter
Innovations required to achieve this milestone
• Technical: Integration of leading analytics technologies (AWS, Alteryx, R, and Tableau/PowerBI) into a single
standardized workflow that automates the formerly manual handoffs between work steps
• Business process: Structuring the process to develop “Marketing Mix Analysis Dashboards” that allow power users/
analytics teams to more thoroughly and rapidly mine the data for rapid insights
• Analytic: Leveraging new technology to replace the “trial and error” approach by running many models
simultaneously (rather than sequentially), enabling a richer and more transparent robustness evaluation across
model types & forms
• Mindset: By enabling analysts to look across more information more quickly, time can best be allocated to the
places where deeper, customized investigation of commercial data will inform new business practices
Case example
By date of this publication, Qral Group’s novel approach has been applied and validated by 3+ client organizations
and 10+ brands. On a recent project, Qral provided ROI analysis and budget allocation recommendations that
enabled the Head of Marketing to adjust planned spend and change contracted partners 4 weeks after kick-off.
Interested in learning more? Contact us to schedule a demo, where we will leverage CMS data to demonstrate how this
approach can more quickly lead to results.
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